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Photos 1-3: LCS students encouraging and teaching youth from the school’s Santo neighborhood in the afternoon program Ekol 
Ankourajman. Photo 4: Haitian Project Volunteers taking on the task of cleaning the incinerator.     

Adaptation: It is necessary for survival and for personal growth. It is also necessary for 
communities of servants who want to make sure that their service is meeting the actual 
needs of those they are called to serve.   

With the addition of the all-day Koukouy Sen Kler Early Education program (aka the 
Timoun program), the Ti Ekol (Small School), the student run program that formerly 
provided general elementary education in the afternoon for children from the school’s 
neighborhood, can now turn its focus to teenage students in need of individual attention 
to help get their education on track.  So, we have renamed it Ekol Ankourajman 
(Encouragement School).  

We know that education is a major tool in providing individuals the opportunity to grow 
in social responsibility, gain employable skills and develop personally.  It is great to 
have the opportunity to provide classical education through LCS and, at the same time 



and with the assistance of our students, provide education on several levels to the 
general community.  

Christina Moynihan (Head of Community Outreach) and Rebecca Finney (THP 
Volunteer) head up this effort. Below are their brief comments on the change in focus 
with the program.  

Before turning to those comments, however, I want to encourage you by educating you 
to our needs. We are working hard this year to keep the whole of our mission at its 
fullest.  We know this is a difficult time for our home community. The US economy 
continues to show difficulties. I hope that you will, as you generously have, continue to 
send what you can to support our work in Haiti.  

"Ti Ekol (the former name of the program) literally means “little school” and our 
educational outreach and service program has grown to a size much bigger than 
we originally imagined. Logically, we have decided that it is time to give the 
program a new name, Ekol Ankourajman “Encouragement School.”  We choose 
this name because it is what we do – we encourage every student that comes 
into our program. It is also encouraging to witness the compassion and 
generosity of the Louverturians who volunteer in the program. Finally, Ekol 
Ankourajman not only encourages the restaveks and other children that come in, 
but it encourages our community to continue working towards our goal of 
rebuilding Haiti." – Christina Moynihan, LCS Head of Community Outreach 

"We changed the name to emphasize that forming relationships rooted in human 
dignity with our students are crucial to our mission. Every school day at 3:30 pm, 
twenty-five LCS students become “Ankourajèyo” (Encouragers) as they greet 
their students at the library door and ask them how their day was. In the 
classroom, the Ankourajè teach French, Kreyol, Math, Religion, and Art in small 
groups. We have about 70 young adolescents and teenagers registered in our 
program, and they are each learning the specific skills that they need to improve 
their situations. Already, successes have been realized – students embracing 
their teachers as they walk out of class, young women asking the Ankourajè for 
advice on difficult living situations. These two examples make it clear that our 
Louverturians are doing an excellent job of encouraging their fellow Haitians by 
giving them the dignity they deserve." – Rebecca Finney, THP Volunteer  

 Finally, I wanted to share with you another aspect of the continued hard work.  Shown 
in the pictures above are our Volunteers using their time last weekend to keep the 
incinerator in good order—a necessity for our campus of more than 400 people.  As you 
can see, we are working hard, even if we are having fun doing it!   

Peace, Patrick  

-- To make a donation or to read recently posted community updates go to 

www.haitianproject.org 
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“What you receive as gift, you must give as gift.”  

“Se gratis nou resevwa, Se gratis tou pou nou bay.”  

  

---Matthew 10:8 

 


